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A NEW PLANETARIUM. 

THE old fashioned orrerie�, which were constructed to 
show the arrangement of the solar system and the motions of 
the planets around the sun, were somewhat rude in their 
mechanism, and were apt to mislead from the conspicuous
np-S3 of the rods and wires by which tbe astronomical move
ments were imitated. 
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Signor N. Perini, an Italian 
and wbose name is well known 
as a successful teacher for the 
civil service and the army, has 
invented a new planetarium 
which is free from most of the 
defects of its predecessors. 

the lightning arresters inserted between the ends of sub- Preece did not, we believe, specify this agency in his paper 
marine cables and the shore land lines in order to gnard on the subject read b!lfore the Society of Telegraph En
them from the strong and damaging atmospheric and earth gineers on Wednesday, February 11, the circulation of earth 
currents, which frequently circulate in the latter, are apt to currents in the wires migbt have assisted in the structural 
become less elastic and more easily broken by use, doubtless deterioration we are now considering. The wire chosen for 
owing to the passage of these currents through them. The the test was cut from a telegraph line erected 36 years ago 
nature of the molecular change produced in the wires by the, between Bishopstoke and Botley, in Hampshire. It was of 
rush of current through them is as yet a mystery, but the I No.8 B. W. G., but since exact measurements of the dia-

long domiciled in London, fact that it does take place is beyond question. meter and mechanical strains of telegraph wires were not 

A high circular chamber or 
box, s t a n d i n g  o n  twelve 
wooden pillars, is erected in 
the midst of an ordinary.sized 
room, with a ceiling higher 
than usual. On entering under
neath this chamber, and look
ing up, a dome is seen, deep 
blue, and sprinkled with stars, 
The cbief northern constella
tions are in their proper places, 
and round the base of the dome 
are the names of the signs of 
the zodiac. 

Suspended from the top of 
the dome by a narrow tube is 
an opal globe, lit inside with 
gas, and representing the snn. 
From wires almost invisible 
the pIa n e t  s are suspended 
around the sun, of sizes and at 
distances approximately pro· 
portionate to the real sizes and 
distances, and each having the 
proper inclination to the plane 
of its orbit. The various moons 
are in their places, and Saturn 
has his rings. 

Thus far, however, all these 
miniature celestial bodies have 
been in a state of quiescence. 
Presently Signor Perini, by 
simply turning a key, sets the 
solar system in motion, slowly 
or swiftly, as he pleases. The 
sun turns on his axis, and the 
planets revolve around the sun 
in p r o  p e r  e llip� ical orbits, 
which are traced around the 
inside of tbe dome, wbich is 
14 feet in diameter at its base 
and 14 feet high. By an in
genious watchwork arrange 
ment inside the earth, which is 
the size of a walnut, our wIJrld 
is made to revolve on its axis, 
which latter always points to 
the same quarter of the beavens. 
In like manner the moon goes 
round the eartb. 

The machinery is arranged 
in the chamber above the dome, 
clock-work being the motive 
power, the originality in the 
arrangement being the method 
by which the inventor effects 
the elliptical motion of the 
planets. Not a sound is heard, 
the machinery works, like its 
great, prototype, in solemn 
silence, 

Signor Perini, who has been 
prompted to this work solely 
from the enthusiasm of a me
chanician, has devoted his 
nights and mornings to this 
structure for seven years, and 
has spent on it about £700. 
The earth alone cost £40. The 
planetarium can be made of 
any size, from the dome of St. 
Paul's to a little thing that 
might be used for school in
struction. It is now standing 
at 77 Newman Street, Oxford 
Stteet,-London Graphic. 

made in tho!'e days, it was im
possible to arrive at a correct 
value for the original dimen
sions and strength of the wire. 
The wire is now coated with 
rust, but is otherwise in fair 
condition. There are 69'33 
yards of it, having a diameter 
of, say, 175 milles (0'175 inch), 
and weigLing 16 6�2 lb., or 
412 lb. per mile. The electric 
resistance at 60' Fahr. is 12'8 
ohms, or 1,389 ohms per foot
grain; before breaking under a 
tensile strain its maximum 
elasticity was 15'5 per cent., 
and it stands 13'5 twists in 6 
inches ere it breaks. No trace 
of galvanization is left. Of 
course it is impossible to deter
mine from these imperfect 
data whether or not the wire 
has become more brittle in 
course of time, for though we 
may learn very accurately what 
its present strength and elas· 
ticity are, we do not know 
what the original values were. 
We are not, therefore, wholly 
warranted in concluding that 
in a strictly scientific sense 
there has been no molecular 
alteration in the wire; but we 
may safely conclude wilh Mr. 
Preece that, practically speak
ing, there has been none, and 
that for all the requirrments 
of telegraphy the wir� is as 
good, or almost as gooa, now 
as when it was put up. Indeed, 
w hen we reflect that the mole
cular dislocation observed by 
11'1:. Plan te is the result of vio
lent electric disturbance trans
gressing the bounds of mole
cular stabilitv so far that the 
molecules could not recover 
their old relations to each other, 
we are led to the opinion that 
IIny s11ch b r i  t t l  e n e s s need 
hardly be expected to make its 
appearance in telegraph wires, 
the limits of molecular resili
ence never being overstepped 
by the comparatively f(eble 
eurrents. In telegraph wires 
the passage of the current mar. 
agitate the molecules, but It 
could hardly throw them out 
of joint. 

Mr. Preece's paper was fol
lowed by a short but very in
teresting discussion bearing 
upon the subject of molecular 
changes in metals. Mr. J. B. 
Stearns, the inventor of tLe 
fint practical duplex system of 
telel!raphing on land lines, re
marked that instrument makers 
found, curiously enough, that 
both brass and copper wire be
came brittle by simply lying in 
&tore, and without being tra
versed bv currents at all. Mr. 
Stroh, th'e well·known electrical 
mechanician, corroborated this 
faci from his own experience, 
and further added that the de· 
terioration was more marked 
when the wire lay in a room 
where there was gas. Mr. 
Preece also gave it as the res ult 
of long practical experience 

MOLECULAR CHANGE IN with telegraph wires in this 
country iliat they decayed in a WIRES. A NEW PLANETARIUM. few years near smoky towns or 

IN his recent interesting reo chemical works, whereas in the 
searches upon electricity, M. country they we!e practically 
Gaston Plante observed tbat powerful electric currents when Aware of this observation of M. Plante'g, it occurred to I indestructible. Valuable pictures, too, sometimes droppea 
passed through fi)le metal wires had the Rrop.erty of render- Mr. W. H. Preece, President of the Society of Telegraph from the walls owing to the snappin g of the brass or 
lUg them very brittle. The currents employed oy M. Plante Engineers,to test whether a similar effect would be notice.' copper wires by which they �ere hung. T�e most 
were the di.scharges from his !!,reat rbeostatic machIne of able in ordinary iron telegraph wires. These wires are, it : novel and important communicatJOn to the meetmg was, 
eighty condensers (aescribed in the Oo'''ptes Rendusfor Oct., is true, subject to very feeble currents in general, for the; however, lhe fact mentiol!ed by Pr�fessor Hughes, t,hat 
1877, and Recherches sur r Eketrielte) wbich gives a spark of battery cu

. 
rrents used in telegraphing are not to be compared ·1 about a month ago he aCCIdentally discovered that �Ires 

0'12 meter in length. Lightning rods, according to M .  in strength with those employed oy M. Plante, and more- of iron or steel, after bein� dipped for a v ery short time, 
Plante, are also found to become bril tIe in course of time, by over the diameter of the No. 8 telegraph wire is many times say two minutes, in a solutIOn of sulphuric acid and water, 
the passage' through them of lightning dischnrges, and their that of the capillary wires of the French investigator. But,. become exceedingly brittle and win not bear bending. We 
fail}lre is so metimes traceal!l!' to a break in tbeir conti?uity on the other hand. the long. continued action of the tele· ' �ave repeated this experiment. and tesUf:y to th� res�Tts. On 
WhICh has resulted from thIS form of weakness. Agam, It graphic currents might, Mr. Preece thought, have some in· Immerslllg two steel needles for two mmute.s In �cldul�ted 
lias been observed by electricians that the platinum wires oj L fiuence in making the wires brittle. Further, though Mr. water containing about ooetenth of sulphuflc aCId to mne· 
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tenths of water, the ends of the wires up to the point where It being thought that possibly- the e!Iects described were 
the level of the liquid stood were found to be in a condition partly due to molecular attractIOn of the. iron atoms when 
best expressed by the word "rotten," and they broke off brought into close contact under magnetic stress, the poles 
short when an attempt was made to bend them on themselves were coated with a layer of tallow, but if this was sufficiently 
with a pair of pincers. Professor Hu�hes has ascertained thin, the magnet could still be lifted by the armature after 
that the effect is not due to mere corrosion of the surface or breaking battery contact. When the tallow was broken 
"skin of the metal, and Mr. Stroh, who has repeated his into small lumps, allowing light to be seen between maguet 
experiments, filed notches and made a rough surface on and armature, the same result was obtained. 
several pieces of wire which had not been immersed, with- Thus absolute metallic contact was found to be unneces
out impairing their specific toughness. He also polished the sary for the retention of a considerable amount of magnetism 
surface of steel wires which had been immersed, and found by the U core and its armature, when in magnetic circuit. 
them to break as easily as before. Mr. Stroh has further With a piece of writing paper interposed between the poles 
extended the experiments of Professor Hughes to nitric acid and armature, they were held together with great force long 
diluted with water, but to his surprise, although the wires after battery contact was broken; but when the distance was 
immersed in this acid were similar to those immersed in the increased by the interposition of cards, nails, or wires, to 
sulphuric acid, and their surfaces much corroded by chemi- one-sixteenth of an inch, the residual attractive force was 
cal dissolution, no sign of rottenness could be detected. very much lessened. When the magnetic circuit becomes 
Mr. Chandler Roberts, ('hemist to the Mint, has suggested more open the residual magnetism dies away in about the 
to Professor Hughes that this curious phenomenon'is pro- same proportion as the attractive force of core and armature, 
bably due to the absorptil)n of hydrogen by the iron; and it whilst under the influence of the battery current it becomes 
is worthy of note that Professor Hughes is able to restore- less when the distance between them is"increased. 

These principles have guided us in the construction of a 
dynamo-electric machine of whose magnetic circuits we hope 
to describe more fully in a future paper. 

In this dynamo-electric machine six fixed electro-magnets 
are used, having alternate poles, opposite to which, and at 
a very short distance, are placed three other electro-magnets 
so arranged with opposing poles as to form three nearly 
closed circuits. Coils of wire are made to revolve so as to 
cross the intervals between these opposing poles, and the 
electric currents induced in the moving coils are made to 
pass round the electro· magnets. 

ON MAGNETIC CIRCUITS IN DYNAMO AND 
MAGNETO ELECTRIC MACHINES.-No. 2. 

�y LORD ELPHlNBTONE and CHARLES W. VINCENT, 
F.R.S.E., F.C.S. , F.I.C. Communicated by Professor 
G. G. STOKEt;, Sec. R. S. Received March 10, 1880. 
Read March 18. 

the wire to something like its old elasticity and strength by InterposHion of thick glazed note paper caused such a di· A LARGE amount of magnetism is retained by the soft iron 
heating it to a cherry red in the flame of a spirit lamp. A minution of the residual magnetism that the magnet could cores of electro-magnets, when arranged so as to form a 
second plunge into the liquid reproduces the rotten state. If no longer be lifted by the armature. complete magnetic circuit; and sparks and other indications 
the absorption of hydrogen hypothesis is true, the flame of The experiment was varied by putting lengths of fine silk of the passage of an electric current can be obtained at the 
the lamp, by expanding the metal and expelling the gas, thread straight across between the armature and the magnet; ends of the helix wires surrounding those soft iron. cores, 
would act in a manner similar to the electric incandescence in this, as in the former experiments, the armature was each time the masses of iron are separated and the closed 
employed by Mr. Edison in his experiments on the temper- firmly held, and the magnet could be lifted by it. There magnetic circuit opened. In order to procure a spark the 
ing of wires in vacuo by expUlsion of the air particles which was no point of actual metallic contact, and light could be breaking of the circuit must be effected suddenly, either by 
they contain. The fact, however, that nitric acid has no seen over both magnetic fields, except at the thin lines where a jerk, tilt, or sliding movement. 
effect on the wires would seem to militate against the hydro- the silk threads were. The 58 lb. magnet, when lifted by In the case of the 58 lb. magnet described in our former 
gen hypothesis, since no hydrogen exists in that body. Be tlie armature, was thus literally suspended in the air (like note, the current that is capable of causing a spark, although 
this as it may, the phenomenon is certainly an interesting Mahomet's coffin) by the magnetism remaining in the almost only momentary in durati<.n, is found to be sufficient in 
one, and well worthy the attention of. engineers, for in these closed circuit, and this long after the exciting electric cur- quantity and intensitx to magnetize a small electro-magnet, 
days of iron structnres nothing should be neglected which rent had ceased. (The experiments were made at inter- weighing with its COlIs between 5 and 6 lb., enabling it to 
tends to throw light on the atomic wreck of that material.- vals of four hours, twenty-fonr honrs, three days, fonr sustain its own weight for any indefinite time when sus· 
Engineering. days; the armature had always ultimately to be wrenched pended by its armature. 

off.) When the armature of the small magnet is placed at the 
The same result was obtained with plates or slips of distance of one-eighth of an inch from its poles, in such a 

zinc, copper, platinum, silver, and aluminum foils, gutta- manner as to be free to move, the instant the armature of 
percha tissue, embroidery, cotton, etc., and appeared to the large magnet is suddenly tilted or slid off it darts to 

By LORD ELPHINSTONE and CHARLES W. VINCENT, 
depend entirely on the distance between poles and armature, them, the completion of the circnit of the small magnet be-
irrespective of the natnre of the interposed body. ing signaled by a smart click. The. rnpture of one closed F. R. S.E., F. C. S., F.I. C. Received July 26, 1879. When the straight cores were placed on the poles of the U magnetic circuit is thns cansed to prodnce another closed 

PRELIMINARY NOTE ON MAGNETIC CIRCUITS 
IN DYNAMO AND MAGNETO ELECTRIC 
MACHINES. 

THE experiments which form the subject of the present magnet, and a current passed ronnd the latter, attract.ion magnetic circuit. 
note were made in connection with an investigation as to the ceased the moment the battery contact was broken; but if, But when the interval between armatnre and magnet, 
best form for the construction of a dynamo-electric machine, while the current was passing, the armatnre was placed on whose circuit it was intended to close, exceeded one-quarter 
intended to furnish currents of high intensity in great qnan- the poles of the cores, the whole system was firmly held to- of an inch, the former was not attracted with sufficient 
tity. The principle deduced applie3 equally to magneto- gether, though the current no longer flowed. force to overcome the friction of the table upon which it was 
electric machines. There would appear to be no limit to the length of time resting. 

The source of power in all dynamo-electric machines being during which the stored·up magnetic force exerts itself in The mode of removing the armature from the large mag· 
electro-magnets whose cores are already slightly magnetic, it such metallic circuits (closed, or nearly SO) as are described net appeared to be of no moment, but the time occupied by 
appeared to us necessary to consider the conditions under above, for it was found that, after periods varying from one the removal had much influence upon the amount of mag
which the initial force of such machines is best obtained. to fourteen days from the time of a momentary passage of netic force manifested in the smaller circuit. This was par-

For this purpose we made use of a U electro-magnet hav- an electric current round the cores, the attracti ve force was ticularly the case if there were an mterval, no matter how 
ing a core of soft iron 2 inches in diameter and ll6 inches as great, or even greater, than at the first moment. small, between the armature and the poles of the magnet 
long. The arms of the U were 4 inches apart. The excit- A small electro-magnet, U·shaped, with limbs 6 inches round which the electric current was sent. 
ing helices were two sheet copper reels, 12 inches long, fit· long, having a core of three- quarter inch iron, and helices For example, if with an interval of one-sixteenth of an inch 
ting closely upon the uprights of the U, but readilv remov- consisting of 4 layers of No. 16 covered copper wire, had for between the armature and the poles of the small magnet, the 
able. Each of these reels was coiled with 200 yard's of No. its armature a similar U core uncoiled. The uncoiled U armature of the large magnet was slowly slid off, the mag-
14 double covered copper wire. was hung up, and the electro-magnet held beneath it, the netization of the small magnet never rose to a sufficient in-

Two cores of soft iron, of the same diameter, and each poles of each being opposed; a current from four Bunsen tensity to draw its keeper to itself, whereas, when the slid-
12� inches long, and which could be magnetized by the cells was then sent through the coils for a few seconds. Not ing took place rapidly, the small armature was strongly at 
same helices, were also employed. only did the electro-magnet (weighing, with its coils, several traeled as above mentioned. 

The principal armature was of soft iron, 8 inches in length, pounds) remain firmly attached to its armature, but the hang. The largest amount of magnetization was bestowed upon 
by 2 inches in width, and 1 inch thickness, rounded at the m$. on to it subsequently of 8 pounds additional weight the small electro.ma�net by tile interaction when it was held 
ends. Its face fitted approximately close to the poles of the faIled to detach it. upright, its poles hemg completely covered by a closely fit-
U magnet, whose faces it completely covered when placed A further proof of the large amount of magnetism held tin!) armature. And it was also found that when thus set 
upon them. captive in a circuit thus closed was afforded by the follow· up m preparation for the formation of a closed magnetic 

Other armatures and magnets were employed, the form ing experiments. On connecting the ends of the wires from circuit, the magnetization was produced by a much slower 
of which we propose to describe in a future paper. the helices with a galvanometer and resistance coil, deflec· motion of the large armature than when the small magnet 

The iron of which the U and the straight cores were.made tions varying from 40° to 90° were obtained with a resist· had its circuit partly open. When the circuit was com
was found to be exceedingly plastic as regards molecular ance of 1,700 ohms in circuit each time the armature was pletely closed, if the large armature were twisted off by a 
magnetic polarity. In a few seconds after the cessation of forced away from the poles of the large U magnet, after the slow equable motion, in such a manner that both poles were 
an electric current from twenty quart Bunsen cells acting passage of a current from four cells of a few seconds'dura· uncovered at the same time, then the small magnet could be 
through the above helices, they were incapable of attracting tion. By careful manipulation, sparks between the ends of made to sustain not only its own weight (between 5 and 6 
and holding even fine iron filings. the helix wires were also obtainable each time the closed lb.) but an additional 3 lb. also. 

The U magnet tested with a suspended magnetic needle magnetic circle was opened. (In one case a week had During the passage of the electric current, obtained by the 
was found to retain some magnetic polarity after many elapsed betwixt the passage of the current and obtaining of forcing open of the closed circuit, the fall of magneti� in 
days; in fact, it is doubtful if the magnetism ever entirely the spark.) the large magnet itself is checked, the direction of magnetic 
disappeared, except when the core was subjected to special In all these experiments, when the circuit was com- polarity remaining unchanged, the current checking or op-
treatment. pletely closed there was no external magnetism apparent, posing the fall being in the same direction as that from the 

On the other hand, the straight cores lost their induced but on srightly breaking contact between the poles and ar· battery which caused the primary magnetization. If the 
magnetism more rapidly, and when, having been demagnet-I mature, magnetic poles could be detected. Slight irregular· ends of the helix wires are not connected together this effect 
ized either by time or by the mode described further on, ities of the surfaces in contact likewise caused the develop· is not obtained. 
they were placed i n  the line of the magnetic dip, they showed ment of poles. Electric currents, though of less intensity and quantity, 
poles in accordance therewith; and on reversing the position A heavy magnetic needle, 4 feet distant from the magnet, can be produced in the helices of electro-magnets, without 
of the core, these poles were immediately reversed without if deflected by the U magnet, uncovered by its armature, altogether breaking up the closed magnetic circuits. For 
its being neces8ary to resort to striking the bars or other 45", would fall back to 5° when the current ceased. If the instance, with the 58 lb. electro·magnet, the circuit being 
means of putting them in a state of vibration. It was poles were now covered by the armature, the needle went completely closed by its armature, and the helices being 
thus demonstrated to our minds that if iron of similar to 0°. Passage of the current from four cells would now connected with a galvanometer, a very slif\"ht pull applied to 
quality, and in this form, were made use of for the elec· give a deflection of about 38°; on the current ceasing the i the armature produces a current of electrIcity giving a con
tro-magnet cores in the dynamo-electric machine, the initial needle would come back to 0°, and rise again to 5° on reo 'I siderable deflection of the needle in the same direction as the 
force producing the electric currents of the machine could moval of the armature; but if, instead of immediately pull- battery current; and the stronger the pull the greater the 
not be due to residual magnetism, but rather to the lines of ing off the armature, the two' ends of the wires of the helices deflection of the galvanometer needle, up to the point at 
magnetic force of the earth. were connected together, and then the armature was forced which the magnet is lifted from the ground, after which no 

The current from four Bunsen cells sent round the U off, the needle would swing 20° and fall back to 5° very further motion of the needle is produced, unless the magnet 
magnet fixed the armature so firmly that it could not be slowly (in about fifteen minutes). is su bjected toadditional strain. Thus, hanging a 4 lb. weight 
pulled or even slid off, by the utmost exertion of one man's If both poles of the U magnet were caused to be of the upon the uplifted magnet produced deflections in the same 
strength. same name, and the armature placed upon them. there was dIrection as the pull on the armature, and on removal of the 

On breaking battery contact, if both poles were completely no attractio.n after brea�ing battery contact. weigh� produced reverse deflec.tions. . 
covered, a direct pull failed to separate armature and mag- The straIght cores, If placed upon the U magnet con- Trymg the same set of expenments WIth a very small elec-
net. The armature could, however, though wi.th di�culty, nected by the armature, and then .magnetized in such a way tro-magnet, so tha� w� mi!l:ht proceed to absolute rupture of 
be slid off, the difficulty of movement greatly mcreasmg as that the poles of the cores faced lIke poles of the U magnet, 

I 
the closed magnetlc CIrcUlt WIthout danger to the galvano · 

the edge of the poles was approached. For instance, on at- retained no magnetic polarity when taken away from the meter, we found that the addition of sllccessive weights to 
tempting to slide the armature off the north, the . south, or s:yste!D' whereas when they fo�med part of such. a closed the magnet w�i1e hangi�g suspended by its armature, pro· 
both poles, the resistance became greater as the pomt of final ClrcUlt as we have above descnbed, the bars retamed suffi· duced succeSSIve deflectIOns of the galvanometer, the needle 
communication between the poles through the moving ar- cient polarity to affect a magnetic needle for some time. coming to rest at zero after each addition, as in the case of 
mature was approached. This was found to be the case We may here remark �hat the attractive forc� o� e�ectro. the large magnet.. . . 
whatever time had passed between the rupture of contact and magnets for each other, m what we call open CIrCUIt, IS not When the maxImum weIght WhICh the maguet was capa· 
the first movement of the armature.. (Snmetimes many days nearly as reat as in a closed circuit. For instance, the U ble of sustaining was reached, and a real movement of the 
elapsed.) In very many experiments it was found, more- magnet c'ullld not be lifted by the straight cores placed upon armature commenced, the induced current in the helix of 
over, that, provided neither pole had been completely un- its poles, even with a current from six Bunsen cells run· the electro-magnet was very greatly increased by the addi
covered, on sliding back the armature to its normal position, ning round the helices; but on bridging the circuit with the tion of even the smallest weight. 
the magnet, which with its stand and coils weighed over 58 armature the whole mass, weighing 82 lb., could be raised From these experiments it may be inferred that in like 
lb .. could be lifted by it. from the ground with the current of only two cells, and manner as the passage of an electric current round a bar of 

A current from four Bunsen cells, almost momentary in quite irrespective of the position of the exciting helices, iron produces elongation of the bar, so the elongation of the 
duration. sufficiently magnetized the core to produce all the whether both were on the magnet, both on the cores, or one bar produces in its turn an electric current in the helix; and 
above effects. on the magnet and one on a core. this current tends to strengthen the magnetization, and also 

If, while the current flowed round the U magnet, the ar· From the foregoing experiments it appears clear that the that a magnet is-absolutely stronger under tension than when 
mature rested on one pole only, it was of course strongiy more near the approach to a closed magnetic circuit, the at rest. 
held' but on breaking contact it was at once set free, and stronger is the field of force, and the longer is retained the On the other hand, pressure on the armature, either con
fell �ff if not unbalanced; the magnetism of the U core im· magnetism of the mass or masses o� iron constituting the tinllous or sudden and momentary (a blow for example), 
mediately falling to its minimum, as shown by suspended, circuit. The same rule holds good With regard to permanent causes an electric current in the helices in the opposite di
test needles. If however, the most minute point of con magnets. In closed circuits the attractive force is at its rection to original magnetiz ation, or in other words, against 
nection existed between the armature and the other pole, in 

I 
height, and diminishes in intensity as the magnetic field is magnetization, tending thereby to weaken the power of the 

addition to its complete contact with the one it covered, it more extended. But the parallel goes beyond this, for the magnet. 
continued to be firmly held long after hattery contact was more open the ma�netic field, the more rapidly is the mag- The 58 lb. magnet in closed circuit was hung by its arma-
broken. netic force itself dIssipated. ture, and on afterwards connecting its helices with the gal-
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